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July Old Fliers Group Meeting

Foul weather didn’t deter our Old Fliers Group members. They were rewarded with two good
talks as well as a delicious buffet lunch.
Trevor Sweeting told us about the day that Charles Kingsford Smith and crew landed on the family
farm to load up with six tons of fuel for the return journey to the Eastern States.
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Trevor’s grandfather, Charlie Sweeting, is shaking hands with Charles Ulm.
Maylands Aerodrome had been waterlogged for a fortnight, so the decision was made to depart
for Tammin with minimum crew, fuel and equipment. At Tammin the aircraft was topped up with
six tons of fuel, plus the other two crew members and the equipment. Some human muscle was
needed to get the aircraft moving on the dry sandy surface. Their departure was in the late afternoon for a record-breaking night flight to Adelaide. It is said that 4,000 people came to witness
this historic event on 25/8/1928.
					
Gordon Hamilton is well qualified to talk
					
about aircraft maintenance issues and his
					
talk was entitled “Trust your gauges”. Not all
					
is, as it seems, when it comes to troubleshoot
					
ing “faulty” gauge indications and expensive
					
engine repairs can often be avoided by apply
					
ing detective skills coupled with experience.
					
					
Gordon gave examples of his time working at
					
Woomera on both fixed wing and helicopters.
					
Gordon then explained how the choice of a
					
correct lubricant really does matter. Lubes ain't
					
lubes. For instance, over zealous washing of
					
the wheels of a Fairchild Metro caused loss of
					
lubricant and failure of the bearings.
A dual gauge from a Cessna 210.
We are grateful to both Trevor and Gordon for sharing their experiences. Steve Rogers.
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CEO Editorial

"Onwards and Upwards" David Currey, RACWA CEO.

W

ings Dinner pressure is building! Many students use the
Wings Dinner as an incentive to
complete their training in time to
be recognised at the dinner. Unfortunately July
is living up to its reputation as the wettest month
of the year, frustrating both students and their
instructors. However, there are periods of exceptional flying weather between the fronts, so
keep a weather eye out for these conditions.
We have commenced “Project Club”, an initiative to add value to being a member of the
Royal Aero Club of WA. I have been heartened
by the number of ideas and suggestions that our staff have proposed, so
watch our weekly Tarmac Topics email
for further details. I would greatly appreciate
suggestions from our members regarding what
activities we can implement to help build
our value for members.
The first initiative of Project Club is the launch
of the bi-annual flight review seminars at no
cost for members. At the end of the two hour
seminar, participants will have completed the
questionnaire, brushed up on the theory that
they might have forgotten and be ready for
their AFR flight. The flight can be conducted
up to three months from attending the seminar.
The shortage of pilots is gaining traction in
the media, resulting in an increase in queries
regarding enrolling on an integrated course
through the College, or completing their CPL
through the Club. Our Part 142 approval allows
students up to three years from completing their

first CPL exam to pass a CPL flight test. The
world-wide shortage of pilots is only going to
get more acute, so give serious consideration
to a career change.
August will be a busy month, with an intake of
students from TAFE at the beginning of the
month and the College C18 class commencing
training towards the end of the month.
This will hopefully place pressure on the
152 fleet - weather permitting.
While the media is focusing on the pilot shortage,
not much is being said about the shortage
of licensed engineers. The Club currently
has three apprentices, and has a long history
of developing this essential skilled career.
Parents wanting to give their sons or daughters
some career advice should consider the option
of becoming a licensed engineer.
Many members will have seen the enjoyment
that Mike Watts, Gary Evans and the rest of the
so-called 'Formicators' derive from their monthly Friday afternoon formation flights. There
has been an increase in members, including
myself, wanting to broaden their flying skills
by embracing this activity. My goal is being
able to participate in a formation at the annual
Battle of Britain flight on September 15. After
one flight, I am hooked, as formation flying
certainly challenges you to fly very accurately.
Members wanting to learn more about this activity should send an email to info@royalaeroclubwa.com.au. Mike Thomas will organise
your training.

As always, the Club has many different activities for its members. The Spring Young Eagles
program starts on August 11 and runs for the
next 5 weeks. The traditional Battle of Britain
memorial flight is on September 15 and the highly anticipated Wings Dinner is on October 13.
Club competitions continue twice a month to
help members improve their flying skills.
The WA Light Aircraft Championships will be
held on November 2. Prior to this event, the
Club will be conducting workshops to help our
members in the individual categories. Watch
the weekly Tarmac Topic email for details and
give it a go!
Mick Harcourt has brought about a welcome
revival of club spirit on Friday afternoons. With
a weekly 'Chase the Tiger' Draw and a monthly
raffle, the bar has seen a steady increase in
patronage. Mick has a lot of other ideas to
grow attendance on Friday afternoons and is
keen to hear ideas and suggestions from our
members.
For those wanting to take advantage of
cheaper flying, the Sling has been relocated
to Jandakot. I urge all members to give this
aircraft the opportunity to demonstrate the
fun and exhilaration for which the Sling is so
renowned. Simply contact operations to
arrange a dual flight and you will be hooked.
Hopefully the farmers have received sufficient
rain to satisfy their needs, so the weather gods
can now start to shine on aviators.

Winners of our July Quiz Night: 'The Old and Bolds' - picture supplied courtesy of Vernon Benjamin.

Club Captain Report
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"Welcome to another month of rants, raves and general thoughts." Russell Philip, Club Captain.

F

ellow aviators, the annual Wings
Dinner is nearly upon us.
Consequently competiton is hotting
up with the current standings
included below. The aviator or aviatrix (or are
we all aviators in this current gender neutral
socially conscious society we inhabit today?)
with the highest score when the Wings Dinner
is held will win The Eclectic Trophy. “Why
The Eclectic Trophy?” you ask. (Well, if you
didn’t my wife Heather has asked for you).
The online dictionary definition of eclectic
is wide-ranging, wide, broad, broad-ranging,
broadbased,
extensive,
comprehensive,
encyclopaedic, general, universal, varied,
diverse.....you get the picture. I’m sure an
older member of the club will correct me but
in the absence of a better explanation I am
going with “The competitions test a broad
range of flying skills, and thus we have The
Eclectic Trophy”.
On that note, the Flying Committee, Mike
Thomas, and a group of the competitors following today’s Rudder Circuit were discussing
how we can reinvigorate the competitions. The
first thought, and this has been discussed many
times, is that the term COMPETITION is
threatening or off-putting. Secondly the same
old faces keep winning. Thirdly is perhaps
the competitions aren’t getting enough of a
push from our instructors. OK, telling everyone to take two cups of cement and ..... would
probably be counterproductive so we brainstormed for a while. Henceforth the Competitons will be a thing of the past. Going forward
we will have monthly Skills Challenges – you
are challenging yourself to be better than your
last effort at a particular skill. Now we can’t
stop the old faces from winning – one of the
few advantages to getting old is that you do fill
the bucket of experience and, for a while until
the eyesight and reflexes start to go, you can
and do improve your performance in Skills
Challenges.
With the start of the 2018/19 Skills Challenge
year (after the Wings Dinner) we will have
two levels of scoring – Open, and we will
introduce a Handicap system which your
flying committee will develop. As your skill
level improves and you begin to place (1st,
2nd, or 3rd) in the Handicap scoring your
handicap will decrease until you are competing
(damn, it is hard to change your way of
thinking), I mean performing at the Open
level.
On the 21st of July we held a Quiz Night at the
Club. A big thankyou to Steve Wilson for starting off the organisation, and a really big thank
you to Mick Harcourt for running with it while
Steve stepped back to deal with some medical
issues. Mick also did a sterling job keeping the
drinks flowing from the bar. Our Quiz Master,
Linda Maule, kept the questions coming, Ray

Challen and I did the scoring, while Andrew Eldridge adjudicated and ran the scoreboard. The
AWPA sold some goodies – T-shits, socks and
the like. I would love to congratulate the winners in print, but in the excitement of the night
we forgot to take photos and record the names
of the winning teams!!! SHAME, SHAME,
SHAME. I think we should be sacked at the
AGM for dereliction of duty – any volunteers to take over? (ED to the rescue Russell.
I posted photos on facebook of the evening as taken by Mick Harcourt and Vernon
Benjamin from the winning team got in touch
with me! See previous CEO editorial page for
winning team photo)
We have spoken about AFR seminars in the
past – adopting the philosophy of “Build it and
they will come” we are offering the first one
on Saturday 18th August 2018 at 1400. It is
free to Club Members and in addition to all the
usual stuff you need to cover at your AFR will
be some lessons on utilising the new Graphical
Area Forecasts. Participation in the seminar
will count as credit for the AFR questionnaire that you usually complete. Contact Mike
Thomas at the club to book your place.
Upcoming events are:
August 12 – YMUL Breakfast 0830 and
Rudder Circuit.
August 18 – AFR Seminar at RACWA
Jandakot – 1400.
August 26 – YPJT Flapless Glide Approach
13:30 Briefing.
September 1 – Murrayfield Moon – A night
circuit in the DARK of YMUL. Barbecue
dinner and a few drinks afterwards, and bring
your swag if you don’t want to drive home.
Drive or fly on to YBUN for breakfast the
next morning.
September 15 – Remember those who went
before us at the Battle of Britain Memorial
Dawn Patrol – Coffee at 0500 in the hangar,
Brief at 0515, First departures – First light
for a Flight up the Swan River, Over Kings
Park, Herdsman Lake, Observation City, and
Home via Powerhouse and Adventureworld.
Breakfast at Muzz Buzz at 0730.
September 26– Annual General Meeting.
Several Committee Positions are vacant and
we will be voting to adopt the new constitution.
October 13 – Wings Dinner
Make the most of the fine days when they
appear – Get out to the club and turn AVGAS
into noise, or come up to the bar of a Friday
evening for a quiet drink to round out your
week. Until next month, Happy Flying.
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LOCAL AVIATION

Free Flight Review Seminar

"As part of the Flight Review process I have initiated a programme that will hopefully make your
Flight Review (FR) more streamlined and a little less daunting."David Royans, RACWA Head
of Operations.

I

have enlisted the aid of one of our most
popular Instructors, Mike Thomas, to
prepare and deliver a seminar for the
conduct of FRs.

the questionnaire, then conduct the flight
component within the next 3 months. The first
FR Seminar will be conducted on Saturday 18
August, commencing at 1400.

For pilots conducting their FR at RACWA,
attendance at the seminar will meet the
requirement for the FR questionnaire, and the
questionnaire will remain valid for 3 months
(your flight component can be done up to 3
months after the seminar).

All are welcome and there is no limit to
numbers of attendees, with the cost of the
seminar being $100.00 per person, however
attendance for financial members of
RACWA will be free of charge.

Mike will present the seminar (the ground
component), which should take approximately
1.5 to 2.0 hours at the Aero Club on a Saturday
or Sunday on a regular basis. The intention
is to run seminars quarterly. You will be able
to attend the seminar, which will “tick off”

This is the first of a series of initiatives to assist
members. If enough interest is generated Mike
will be conducting seminars and flights for the
following:
Rusty Pilots:
• CTA/V65 scenic, we will give you confidence

to take interstate/international visitors in to
the Perth control zone whenever you have the
opportunity.
• NVFR FRs – The Perth control zone is even
more spectacular at night!		
• YRTI.
• Leeuwin Estate.
• Wave Rock.
GFPT Conversions: There are still some pilots
holding GFPT’s – we can assist getting you
back in the air at minimal cost.
Any seminars conducted at RACWA for these,
or similar events in the future will attract a cost
of $100.00 per person, however attendance
for financial members of RACWA will be
free of charge.

Free Club Member
Flight Review Seminar

Saturday August 18, 1400 -1600
Prior to your Flight Review, it is a good
idea to undertake refresher training if
you are feeling a bit ‘rusty.’
This RACWA Flight Review Seminar,
is offered FREE to RACWA Financial
Members who book the flight component
of the Flight Review with the Club, or if
you are a Non-Member, you can attend
for $100.

Valid for 3 months!

The Members Lounge
Bar will be open after
the Seminar to catch
up with mates!
To attend call 9417 0000 or email
info@royalaeroclubwa.com.au
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Achievers

JAWAD ZAHEER

- Round of applause on your
First Solo.

ALEXANDER
HARTNER

- Gold star on your PPL.

JAMES HILL

- Kudos on your First Solo.

IAN LUCAS

- Singing your praises on your
PPL.

TONY KOH

- Congrats on your PPL.

AARON DEMPSEY
- Congrats on your CPL.

CHRISTOPHER
SHEPHERD

- Good work on your PPL.

MUHAIMAN ALI
- Let's hear it for your
CPL.

ME CLASS RATING:
Giovanni Anthony

RPL:

James Hoops

ALICE HARFORD
- Gold star on your CPL.

LEWIS NEWMAN

- Well done on your CPL.

TRENT BOSLEY

- Well done on your CPL.

Welcome to our new Club Members!
•
•
•
•
•

Adam Boys
• Janette Larobina
Colin Baldwin
• Levi Morris
Damien Skinner
• Richard Smith
Glenda McCormack
Grady Warner

Downoad our Club Membership Guide:
www.royalaeroclubwa.com.au/content/page/join-racwa.html
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WALAC
Western Australian

Light Aircraft

Championships

FRIDAY 2ND NOV: Jandakot (Formation)
SATURDAY Murrayfield (Forced Landing,
3RD NOV: Spot Landing, Streamer
Cutting, Aerobatics)

PH (08) 9417 0000

Registration Forms will be available at
royalaeroclubwa.com.au and MUST BE
SUBMITTED BY 23rd of October.
In addition please be present for registration by
6pm on the 1st of November.
For more information contact Russell Philip:

0427 999 261 or clubcaptain@royalaeroclubwa.com.au
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GENERAL AVIATION

Good Landings - Luck or Good Management?

"How many times have you heard at the bar or in the briefing room that the art of a good landing
is making a good approach?" John Douglas, RACWA Examiner

A

good approach is made up of many
factors. The approach angle
(profile) is very important and this
has to be planned - it is not by
accident. This means you need to be thinking
about the profile very early in the circuit. By
late downwind you should have the power
back, speed back almost to base leg speed,
and in the bigger aircraft maybe some flap
extended. You see on many occasions pilots
don’t plan a wide enough base and do not
elect to get the aircraft totally under control
whilst on base (Leaving everything till final).
So setting up early helps the base leg process.
On base the pilot should be thinking of the
speed, altitude and amount of power used.
Look ahead and plan the turn onto final- where
is the turn relative to the threshold, what
height should it be coming out of the turn,
plan to start early and make a shallow final turn,
regulating the angle of bank to roll gently onto
centreline. Provided careful use of power has
been maintained on base the speed, attitude
and profile should be in the normal range
making it easy to fly a relaxed approach instead
of working like a one armed paper-hanger.
At this stage on early final, the nose attitude

must be placed in the correct position in
relation to the threshold and maintained all the
way to round out. Varying the attitude will
affect airspeed and more importantly profile
as it is very easy to chase airspeed and get far
too high on final. This is especially common
during flapless approaches. So resist the
temptation to chase airspeed but monitor
closely the amount of power being used as
this will create big problems with airspeed.
Just use enough power to maintain the profile
and get to the threshold. Use flap with thought
and adjust attitude and power if required.
Now on short final don’t be guilty of hanging
up- get the aircraft down to the piano keys for
the round out. We call high round outs and
float downs "parachute landings" which can
be very awkward and dangerous. So please
keep the nose down until round out.
An aircraft that weighs more than a ton
needs to transition from going down to going
horizontal along the runway. We call this the
fly level phase. You would be surprised how
many pilots forget to fly level. They are the
ones that bounce back in the air inadvertently,
push the aircraft onto the ground and bend

a prop. So remember to fly level and be
prepared to fly level for some distance giving
the aircraft time to wash off speed, stall and
settle gently onto the runway. Cut the power
early as leaving power on even just a little bit
will prolong the fly level part. Keeping the
aircraft straight with rudder and controlling
drift is also important.
Did you know that every type of aircraft has
a different fly level time as this depends on
many things such as weight, lift, airspeed
etc? So don’t expect the C152 to fly level and
land in the same time frame as the C172. The
time it takes for a particular type of aircraft
to land will always be the same provided it is
configured the same. This is often confused
with the distance an aircraft takes to land.
Distance depends on weight, wind, and
density, so will vary from day to day and even
hour to hour.
I hope this highlighting of some of the often
overlooked little stages in the landings will
result in you building more confidence
in the circuit.
HAPPY LANDINGS!
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SAFETY

ZDR Update Glen Caple, RACWA Chief Engineer.

T

his aircraft is now fitted with
dual Garmin G5 electronic flight
displays. These two instruments
replace the original air driven AH
and DG gyros.

The aircraft was originally fitted with dual
engine driven vacuum pumps and an automatic
air valve assy. which ensured that in the event
of one of the air pumps failing the valve assy.
would isolate the failed pump, warn the pilot
that the pump had failed and continue operation
of the AH and DG on the remaining pump.
The entire vac. system consisting of the two
pumps, isolating valve assy, warning system,
vac gauge, warning switches, vac regulator,
filter assy., AH, DG, and about a metre of air
hose have been removed resulting in a weight
saving of 5kg.
To ensure system redundancy/safety with the
electronic system, each G5 display incorporates
a back- up battery [charged by the aircraft
electrical system during normal operation]
which will continue to operate the display for
4 hours in the event of failure of the aircraft’s
electrical system. In addition to this the DG
display instantly reconfigures to an attitude
display should the attitude display fail.

Give Dad

the experience of a lifetime
flying in a classic Tiger Moth
DVD of flight & optional aerobatics available

The attitude display is connected to the aircraft
pitot static system and in addition to the normal
AH, displays airspeed, altitude and vertical
speed [VSI] information. It also has connections to a GPS and the DG and therefore can
display current ground speed at the lower end
of the airspeed tape and current heading and a
compass rose at the top centre of the display.
The DG display receives heading information
from a magnetometer located in the LH wing
and therefore does not require periodic resetting
due to gyro drift. It has a heading bug knob
which sets the required heading information
for the autopilot just as in the original DG.
There is a lot you can do with these displays
so a good read of the POH/AFM supplement
is required if you want to use all the functions.
Remember to keep a good look out for other
aircraft while you are having a play !

For more information about this, Trial
Flight & other Flight Experience Gift
Vouchers call (08) 9417 0000 or visit

www.flightofyourlife.com.au

TARMAC TOPICS
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SAFETY

Statistics and More Statistics

"Statistics from the ATSB from 2015 (the most recent year figures are easily available) state
there were 31 fatalities in aviation for that year." Tim Berryman, RACWA Fight Instructor.

W

e all strive to operate our aircraft safely and it is not uncommon to hear that flying is safer than driving. With that in mind,
let’s review some of the available safety statistics on the industry to see if flying really is safer than driving. Statistics
from the ATSB from 2015 (the most recent year figures are easily available) state there were 31 fatalities in aviation for that year.

The road toll for the same year was 1205 fatalities, so on those numbers alone we can make an argument to support the notion that flying is safer
than driving. But is flying easier than driving? No? So how can it be that something that is more difficult to do is safer? To examine that, it is worth
looking at the breakdown of activity in the aviation industry.
Total Commercial Air Transport
Agricultural Spreading/Spraying
Agricultural Mustering
Agricultural - Other
Construction - Sing Loads
Construction - Other
Photography

• IFR.
• In controlled airspace with the higher levels
of separation provided by ATC.

Other Surveying

• Utilising aircraft equipped with sophisticated
systems that assist the crew in managing the
flight.

Observation & Patrol

• As multi crew operations (with “a second
set of eyes”).

Pipeline or Powerline Surveying

Source: BITRE Australian Aircraft

The pie chart shows that nearly 2/3rds of
aviation activity by hours is conducted as
commercial air transport. None of the
fatalities reported occurred in high
capacity RPT/Charter and therefore
must have occurred in general aviation.
Note also that high capacity RPT/Charter
is conducted almost exclusively:

So it appears the serious incidents are occurring in the GA sector where only approximately 1/3 of the industry’s activity is occurring. GA
Instructional Training only comprises 10% of the hours performed across the whole industry, but is the largest sector in GA.
The breakdown of industry activity looks different when aircraft movements or landings are considered, however the point is that the serious
incidents are happening in the GA sector. ATSB statistics for accident rates for aircraft (VH registered) involved in flying training over the last 10
years shows an alarming upward trend in serious incidents (Source ATSB (https://www.atsb.gov.au/publications/2016/ar-2016-122))
Industry Accident Rate for Aircraft (VH Registered)
Invoved in Flying Training (ATSB)

The good news is that the safety statistics for RACWA are
currently something to be proud of. The current trend is that the incident
rate (per 1000 flying hours) at RACWA is down. A direct comparison
to the ATSB statistics can’t be made as the RACWA reporting includes
all incidents ranging from Immediately Reportable Matters (IRM)/
Routinely Reportable Matters (RRM) that CASA and ATSB track
through to more minor issues such as flat spots or unsecured aircraft
that don’t make the regulatory bodies’ statistics.
However we cannot afford to be complacent. This positive safety
performance can only be maintained through ongoing vigilance. Any
issue or incident, regardless of how minor should be reported to assist
in identifying any potential trends. That in turn allows corrective or
preventative actions to be taken to help keep all of us safe.

RACWA All Incident Type Rate per Month
(per 100 hours)
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LOCAL AVIATION

"If you start something worthwhile - nothing
can stop it" ... John Flynn
Dave Jones is excited to be taking part in the Outback Air Race 2018 (OAR18) to raise funds
for the Royal Flying Doctor Service with Team Bunurong-Inverloch (Michael Malone and
Margaret Halsmith) Jodie Atkinson, RACWA Marketing Manager.

D

ave Jones personally owes a large
debt of gratitude to the RFDS after
he trained with them as a final year
medical student in 2007 in Kalgoorlie.

That incredible experience taught Dave about
the crucial work that the RFDS does in terms
of managing emergency medical situations in
remote Australia and just how important and
cherished the service is for all Australians and
international tourists who find themselves in
crisis in the remote, beautiful and sometimes
dangerous outback. In just 2 months of training, Dave attended dozens of emergency retrievals in WA, from fatal single car crashes
on long outback roads, medical emergencies
at remote Aboriginal communities, domestic
violence assaults, psychiatric emergencies,
obstetric/newborn emergencies and when not
called out to emergencies, attending scheduled
remote GP clinics at farming stations and
roadhouses all along the Nullarbor Plain.
The RFDS has led the world in emergency
medical care delivered to remote areas from
its very inception by John Flynn 90 years ago.
The OAR18 aims to raise awareness of the im-

portant work the RFDS does for Australians
country-wide and also to raise as much money
as possible to support them.

Dave will be co-pilot of VH-EIL, alongside
Michael Malone who owns and captains this
very sleek Cessna C182Q.
Please donate anything you can - none of us
knows when we might need the help of the
RFDS (and hopefully we never will), but a
donation to RFDS means they always have
our back if the worst happens. https://oar18.
everydayhero.com/au/bunurong-inverloch.
Dave will be posting regular pics and clips as
they fly this incredible route from one side of
northern Australia to the other.

OAR18 Route
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Murrayfield Matters

"Another of our Murrayfield regular fliers achieved his Recreational Pilot's Licence!" Cameron
Williams, RACWA Grade 2 Flight Instructor and Murrayfield Aerodrome Manager.

I

t was on a sunny day in late-July that
Murrayfield Aerodrome became a hive
of activity, as we played host to members
of the City of Mandurah, Developers of
the Peel region, local environmentalists
and even Rhys Williams; the Mandurah town
mayor! They were here for an aerial inspection
of the Mandurah and greater Peel region, and
together with the help of instructors Layla
Harrison and Pia Durk, we flew them around
the region in three Cessna 172s.
This experience came as quite a surprising delight for us, as it became clear early on, that our
usual spiel of local information was clearly not
required, and we were instead taught a thing
or two about the area that local instructors
and student pilots know all too well. For
example; any pilot who has trained from
Jandakot or Murrayfield with at least 6 hours
in their logbook, should be well familiar with
the Lowlands Conservation Reserve. What
is the Lowlands Conservation Reserve? It is
none other than what Perth Aviators refer to as
the Stalling Forrest. It was on this flight that I
discovered quite a lot more about our precious
Stalling Forrest, and its interesting history. As
it happens, the land containing the Lowlands
Conservation Reserve was owned for many
years by a local family. When the government
of the time passed new land clearing legislation

and ordered that they adhere to such laws and
demolish the bush for future development, the
family resisted. Even when threatened with
harsh fines and jail time, they left the bush
untouched. However time was kind on their
struggle, for the borderline-ironic outcome is
that upon change in governmental and societal
opinion toward land use and conservation, a
later government praised the family for not
having cleared the bushland, and recognised it
as containing the one region of the Serpentine
River unaffected by human impact. The land is
now owned by Local Government under strict
agreements from the family that it is to remain
an untouched conservation reserve.
Titbits of information were sprinkled through
these flights, each of which extended as far
South as the Myalup State Forrest. Pia, Layla
and I each gained some interesting local
knowledge from flying such knowledgeable
people as we had at Murrayfield that morning,
and we will likely pass on the most interesting
of it to future passengers and curious students.
It was a fantastic experience to have met such
prominent local figures, and we hope to be
seeing them back down at their local airport
over the weeks and months to come.
The second significant occurrence at
Murrayfield throughout this past month is that

James Hoops, another of our Murrayfield regular
fliers, achieved his Recreational Pilot's Licence!
James’ hard work really shone through toward
the conclusion of his training and paid off
in dividends when his flight test with David
Royans (RACWA Head of Operations) was a
smooth success.

James being congratulated by Cameron
James is now sitting by his computer,
feverishly clicking refresh on the CASA
Application processing page, awaiting receipt
of his RPL, so that he is able to take his family
flying in the very near future. James and I are
now half way through his C172 conversion
and I look forward to cracking on with his PPL
training in the very near future.

2018 AirBP Tom Millar Scholarship

Two Scholarships of $5,000 each are available
to assist students who are Club Members and
who are training with RACWA or WAAC
Applicants should write < 400 words on:
• Why they wish to learn to fly or
pursue a career in aviation
• Their aviation experience to date
• Future flying aspirations
• A demonstrated commitment
to training with the Club

Applications* Close September 14th 2018
Contact cbere@royalaeroclubwa.com.au
for more application information
Terms and Conditions Apply.

*
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Industry Presentation
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"WA Police Air Wing." Thomas Keamy, WAAC Student.

O

n the 27th of July ex WAAC
student and former Grade 2
Instructor Doug Windsor gave a
presentation about the exciting
and rewarding career flying
for the Police Air Wing.
The Police Air Wing was first devised in
1974 consisting of a Cessna 182 and a P68
Partenavia used mainly as airborne traffic
cameras. TThe fleet now consists of two
helicopters (a Kawissaki BK117 & AS365
Dauphin), two PC12s and an Airvan serving
vast and vital rolls with todays law enforcement
operations. All aircraft other than one of the
PC12s are located here at Jandakot.
The fixed wing pilots are all sworn police
officers and must have completed six months as
a cadet, then spend 18 months under probation
on the force before they become eligible to
fly in the fixed wing devision. This gives the
pilots a better understanding of operations on
the ground so they may act as efficiently and as
effectively as possible. The pilots also require
a CPL, Night Rating and minimum of 200hrs
PIC.
The police facilities are state of the art, with
winching simulators and gym facilities built
right into the hangar. Doug was able to achieve
an instrument rating as well as the type ratings
for the aircraft through his time there.

September Club Diary | College Diary
1

Murrayfield Moon Night Circuit Competition

3

Recreational Systems Commences

4

PPL Weekend Course

8

PPL Night Theory Course Commences

8

RPL Weekend Course

8

Private Systems Commences

9

Murrayfield Flapless Glide Approach Competition

9

Recreational Aerodynamics Commences

10

Qantas Approved 2 week Maths Course

11

Recreational Meterology Commences

15

Battle of Britain Dawn Patrol

13

Flight Performance and Loading Commences

28

Formation Fridays with the 'Formicators'!

13

Private Aerodynamics Commences

17

Recreational Flight Performance and Loading Commences

21

Recreational Navigation Commences

23

Recreational Human Factors

25

Private Human Factors Commences

28

Industry Presentation

For more information visit: www.royalaeroclubwa.com.au/events

For more information visit: www.waaviationcollege.com.au/events
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Great Western Air Race 2018

Join Fellow Club Members
for a Remote Station Fly In
~ October 20th-21st, 2018 ~

Here is your chance to experience an outback weekend
adventure eating a station stew around a campfire and
bunking down in shearers’ quarters in your own swag/
sleeping bag. Showers uncertain, beds on a first-come
first-served basis and BYOG!

$200 per aircraft entry fee - please register and pay Cashier. Mandatory
briefing 6PM 12th October, RACWA Members’ Lounge.
Please direct enquiries to Russell: clubcaptain@royalaeroclubwa.com.au
or Rob: rob.mien@bigpond.com

